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Abstract: Distributed multiple organizations interact with each other. If the domains employ role-based access control,
one method for interaction between domains is role-mapping. However, it may violate constraints in the domains
such as role hierarchy, separation of duty, and cardinality. Therefore, autonomy of the domains is lost. This paper
proposes secure interoperation in multidomain environments. For this purpose, a cross-domain is created by foreign
permission assignment. In an effort to maintain the autonomy of every domain, several rules are defined formally. Then,
a decentralized scheme is used to provide permission mapping between domains. At the next stage, the proposed cross-
domain is specified using Alloy, the first logic language. Subsequently, validity of the rules is analyzed through Alloy
analyzer.
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1. Introduction
With network expansion, a certain dimension can be divided into multidomains to correct management informa-
tion. A large amount of information can be stored in the domains. A great deal of information is sensitive, e.g.,
financial information of organizations or confidential information about a patient which should be protected
from unauthorized access. An effective method for data security involves access control.

One of the most widely used access control methods is role-based access control. Most organizations
set roles for different tasks. Therefore, role-based access control (RBAC) is appropriate for such organizations.
If every domain has an RBAC policy, one method for interoperation in multidomain environments creates a
cross-domain via role mapping, where a role of a domain inherits permissions of role in other domains in the
hierarchy relation between domains [1–3]. In the cross-domain created via role mapping, several constraints in
the local domain may be ignored. They cause the following:

1- Role hierarchy violation: if two roles have no inheritance relation in the local domain but there is a path
in hierarchy of the crossing domain between them [1, 2, 4].

2- Separation of duty (SOD) violation: SOD is divided into two parts. One is role-specific SOD constraint,
where a user cannot gain access to conflict roles, and the other is user-specific SOD constraint, where a
role cannot be assigned to two users. These constraints were sometimes ignored in interoperation between
domains [1–6].
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3- Cardinality: in RBAC, we can consider a numerical restriction for every user or role. For example, a user
u with cardinality un means that the number of roles simultaneously authorized for u cannot exceed
un while role r with cardinalityrnmeans that the number of users simultaneously assigned to r cannot
exceed rn [1, 6].

Thus, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. A permission-mapping cross-domain that solves conflicts occurring in role-mapping cross-domain is pro-
posed.

2. Several rules are defined to maintain the autonomy and security of every domain.

3. A decentralized administrative model is considered to manage permission mapping between domains.

In this paper, a system with two domains (office staff and medical staff) is considered. In the first step,
two domains interact with each other via role mapping, where conflicts such as role hierarchy, separation of duty,
and cardinality occur. In the next step, foreign permission assignment is used for interoperation in multidomain
environments that employ RBAC policies, so as to solve the conflicts that occur in the cross-domain created
via role mapping. In other words, a cross-domain is created by foreign permission assignment and is shown
how the proposed cross-domain will solve conflicts such as role hierarchy, SOD, and cardinality violations. In
an effort to maintain the autonomy of local domains, three rules are defined formally: 1) not separation of
duty assignment (NSODA), 2) not foreign permission assignment (NFPA), and 3) not hierarchy permission
assignment (NHPA). If constraints of the local domain and the three rules (NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA) are
not violated, then permission is assigned to the role of the foreign domain. Then, a decentralized scheme is
explained with an algorithm to manage permission mapping between domains. The proposed cross-domain is
specified with Alloy (the first-order logic language) [7]. Our motivation behind using Alloy is the automatic
analysis capabilities which make Alloy applicable in analysis of system specifications [8–12].

The rest of this paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 provides the relevant literature review.
Section 3 provides an overview of RBAC. In Section 4, the proposed approach is described, and Section 5 shows
an example. In Section 6, the proposed approach is analyzed through Alloy for automatic verification. In
Section 7, the new model is compared with the existing works in the literature. And finally, in Section 8, the
paper is concluded and future work is discussed.

2. Related works
In order to prevent unauthorized access, a number of access control models have been proposed such as discre-
tionary access control (DAC)[13], mandatory access control (MAC) [14], role-based access control (RBAC)[15,
16] and attribute-based access control (ABAC)[17]. Among these methods, RBAC is more common because it is
easy to use and policy-neutral. The latter implies that RBAC supports DAC and MAC models [13, 15, 16, 18, 19].
Hence, researchers extended the RBAC model for different situations [20–22]. A survey of RBAC is available in
[23]. An advantage of RBAC is self-management through RBAC. If the number of users, roles, and permissions
are extremely large, then management of these components by a security administrator will be complicated.
Administrative models provide a solution to this problem. ARBAC97 is the first administrative model which
controls permission-to-role and role-to-user assignments by administrative role hierarchy [24]. Researchers pro-
posed other administrative models for RBAC such as ARBAC99 [25] and ARBAC02 [26].
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With the development of information processing, secure interoperation between systems has become
a challenge for which certain policies should be considered. In [27], a secure interoperation model called IR-
BAC2000, in which a dynamic role was used for the relation between two domains, was proposed. AIRBAC2000
was proposed for dynamic role management in [28]. In [29], domain-based RBAC (D-RBAC) and access con-
trol architecture were proposed for multidomain network environments. In [30], a multiple security domain
in cloud computing environment was considered while IRBAC2000 was used for cross-domain access control.
Then, a centralized administrative model was considered to administer a collection of multiple hosts, router,
and internet.

In the RBAC model, roles have a hierarchical structure and there are several constraints such as SOD [5]
and cardinality for roles or users. In the interoperation between domains, the autonomy and security of every
domain should be considered. In other words, if an access is authorized in the local domain, it is also authorized
in the secure interoperation in multidomain environments, and vice versa [31]. Meanwhile, constraints of every
domain are not violated but there are a few potential conflicts in the relation between domains with RBAC
policies such as role hierarchy, separation of duty, and cardinality violation, the role-mapping cross-domain may
violate these constraints.

Researchers presented different methods for solving the above conflicts. Some proposed a global policy
that integrates the policies of local domains [2, 32, 33]. In this approach, every domain must expose its access
control policies all to the mediator, while others proposed a decentralized policy or mediator-free scheme for
secure interoperation because they considered the mediator as a bottleneck that could provide information
of every domain. Meanwhile, domains may occasionally contain confidential information that should not be
exposed [3, 27, 34].

3. Preliminaries
The National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) proposed NIST RBAC standard [18]. American
National Standard for Information Technology (ANSI) has changed the NIST RBAC, defining a standard
for RBAC [35]. According to the ANSI RBAC standard, RBAC includes 4 conceptual models: core RBAC,
hierarchy RBAC, static separation of duty, and dynamic separation of duty.

Core RBAC: It includes 5 basic elements, i.e., USER (set of users), ROLE (set of roles in the system),
OPS (system operations), OBS (set of objects that support the system), and SESSION (set of sessions that
launch business) and the following relations:

- UA⊆USERS×ROLES is a relation of users to roles.

- assigned_user(r: ROLES) → 2USERS , the mapping of role r onto a set of users. That means one role
can be assigned to some users.

- PRMS=OPS×OBS is a set of permissions performing operation on object.

- PA⊆PRMS×ROLES is a relation of permission to role.

- assigned_permissions(r: ROLES) → 2PRMS , the mapping of role r onto a set of permission. That means
one role can have several permissions.

Role hierarchy: RH⊆ROLE×ROLE is a partial order on ROLES called the inheritance relation indicated
by ≥ , where r1 ≥ r2 means r2 permissions are also r1 permission and users of r1 are also users of r2 .
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In ANSI [35], there are two types of constraints: static separation of duty (SSD) and dynamic separation
of duty (DSD). SSD is a collection of pair (rs ,n), where each rs is a role set that | rs | ≥ 2, while n is a
natural number such that 2 ≤ n ≤| rs | , i.e., no user can be assigned to n roles in set rs . Similar to SSD, a
DSD constraint is a collection of pair (rs ,n), where each rs is a role set such that | rs |≥ 2 and n is a natural
number such that 2 ≤ n ≤| rs | , i.e., no user may simultaneously activate n roles from set rs in one session.
The SSD constraint limits roles that can be assigned to user, while a DSD constraint limits roles that can be
activated by the user in one session. In [36], the authors changed the formal definition of DSD in [35].

4. Proposed approach

In this section, a method is proposed to solve the conflicts that may occur in a cross-domain created by
role-mapping. First, the conflicts are shown in the role-mapping cross-domain. Second, permission-mapping
cross-domain is proposed to solve the conflicts that occur in the role-mapping cross-domain. Third, rules are
defined to keep the security of every domain, and finally, an algorithm is proposed for decentralized management
of permission-mapping cross-domain. The conflicts that may occur in role-mapping cross-domain are as follows:

1- Role hierarchy violation: if role r1 cannot access role r2 in the local domain but in the hierarchy of
cross-domain, there is a path between them.

2- Role-specific SOD violation: if r1 and r2 are in role-specific SOD constraint, then these roles cannot
simultaneously be assigned to user u .

3- User-specific SOD violation: if u1 and u2 are in user-specific SOD constraint, then these users cannot
simultaneously be authorized to role r .

4- Role-cardinality violation: if cardinality of role r is Cr , it implies that the maximum number of users
simultaneously authorized to r must be less than Cr .

5- User-cardinality violation: if cardinality of user u is Cu , it implies that the maximum number of roles
simultaneously assigned to u must be less than Cu .

Figure 1 illustrates the above conflict in a cross-domain created by role-mapping. As can be seen, there
are two domains: the office staff (α) and the medical staff (β ). There are five roles in the office staff domain
(α): office manager (r1 ), medical representative (r2 ), accounts payable (r3 ), secretary (r4 ), and purchasing
(r5 ) and in the medical staff domain (β ), there are two roles: doctor (r6 ) and nurse (r7 ). There are three
users (denoted by ui , i = 1, 2, 3) in the system. Symbol rα is used to represent role r in domainα . In Figure
1, rα1 inherits all permissions of rβ6 , rβ6 inherits all permissions of rα2 , rβ7 inherits all permissions of rα4 , and rα5

inherits all permissions of rβ7 . Five conflicts occur in Figure 1. These conflicts are shown in Table 1 . Two role
hierarchy violations occur because rα1 and rα2 are not related in the local domain but in the role hierarchy of
the cross-domain, rα1 can access rα2 via rβ6 . Similarly, rα5 can access self-senior role, i.e., rα4 via rβ7 . Violation
of role-specific SOD occurs because (rα2 , rα3 ) ∈ role-specific SOD, but u1 can simultaneously access rα2 and rα3 .
u1 can access rα3 with inheritance relationship and rα2 via rβ6 . Violation of user-specific SOD occurs because

(u1 , u2 ) ∈ user-specific SOD, but u1 and u2 can access r2 simultaneously ( u1 can access rα2 via rβ6 ). Role
cardinality violation occurs because cardinality of rα2 is one, but u1 and u2 can access r2 simultaneously. User
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cardinality violation occurs because cardinality of u3 is three, but u3 can access four roles: rβ6 , rβ7 , rα4 , and
rα2 .
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Figure 1. Cross-domain created by role mapping.

Table 1. Conflict in Figure 1.

Conflict Description
Role hierarchy There are two conflicts; 1- rα1 inherits rα2 via rβ6 while rα1 and rα2 are not related

in the local domain. 2- rα5 inherits self-senior role, i.e, rα4 via rβ7
Role-specific SOD There is a conflict because (rα2 , rα3 ) are in role-specific SOD but u1 can access

rα2 via rβ6 and can access rα3 via rα1 .
User-specific SOD There is a conflict because (u1, u2) are in user-specific SOD but u1 can access rα2

via rβ6 while u2 access rα2 too.
Role cardinality There is a conflict because Car(rα2 )=1 but u1 and u2 simultaneously authorize rα2 .
User cardinality There is a conflict because Car(u3)=3 but 4 roles rβ6 , rβ7 , rα4 and rα2 are assigned to u3.

4.1. Permission-mapping cross-domain
For solving the above conflicts, a foreign permission assignment where every role in local domain can inherit
a few permissions of role in another domain and cannot inherit roles of another domain is proposed. Figure 2
shows how a cross-domain created by foreign permission assignment can solve the conflicts that may occur in
a cross-domain created via role mapping. The number of domains, roles, and constraints (SOD, cardinality) in
Figure 2 is the same as those in Figure 1 but in Figure 2, two domains (α and β ) interact with each other
via permission assignment. According to the RBAC policy, every role has one or more permissions (Section 3)
and can inherit several permissions of a role in another domain. In Figure 2, rα1 inherits only p20 of rβ6 and

cannot access all permissions of rβ6 . In the same way, rβ6 can access only p5 of rα2 , rα5 can access only p24 of

rβ7 , and rβ7 can access only p8 of rα4 . The conflicts in the previous section are solved in our approach. The

reason is displayed in Table 2. Role hierarchy violation cannot occur because rα1 can access only p20 of rβ6 ;

thus, rα1 cannot access permissions of rα2 and also rα5 inherits only p24 of rβ7 and cannot access permissions
of self-senior role rα4 . Role-specific SOD violation cannot occur because in Figure 2, (rα2 , rα3 ) ∈ role-specific
SOD and u1 authorizes only rα3 and cannot access rα2 via rβ6 . User-specific SOD cannot occur because (u1 ,
u2 ) are in user-specific SOD (Figure 2) and u1 and u2 cannot access the same roles. Role cardinality violation
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cannot occur in Figure 2 because cardinality rα2 is one and only accessible to u2 . User cardinality violation
cannot occur in Figure 2 because cardinality of u3 is three and u3 can access two roles, rβ6 and rβ7 .
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Figure 2. Cross-domain created by foreign permission assignment.

Table 2. Overview of conflicts in Figure 2.

Conflict Description
Role hierarchy There is no role hierarchy conflict because rα1 cannot access all permissions of rβ6

and cannot access permissions of rα2 . Meanwhile rα5 inherits only p24 of rβ7
and cannot access permissions of rα4 .

Role-specific SOD There is no role-specific SOD conflict because (rα2 , rα3 ) are in role-specific SOD and
u1 authorizes only rα3 and cannot access rα2 via rβ6 .

User-specific SOD There is no user-specific SOD conflict because (u1,u2) are in user-specific SOD and u1

cannot access rα2 via rβ6 as u2.
Role cardinality There is no role cardinality conflict because Car(rα2 )=1 and u2 authorizes only rα2 .
User cardinality There is no user cardinality conflict because Car(u3)=3 and u3 access two roles rβ6 and rβ7 .

4.2. Cross-domain rules
In this section, a number of restrictions are considered for the newly proposed cross-domain, where the autonomy
of every domain is maintained and called cross-domain rules. These rules are formulated in a formal language.
For this purpose, two functions namely Irequest_permission and Iassign_permission are introduced as follows:
Irequest_permission: This function returns foreign permissions requested by the role.
Irequest_permission ⊆ ROLE1DOMAIN1 ×ROLE2DOMAIN2

This relation returns permissions that ROLE1 in DOMAIN1 requested from ROLE2 in DOMAIN2.
Iassign_permission: This function returns foreign permissions assigned to the role.
Iassign_permission ⊆ ROLE1DOMAIN1 ×ROLE2DOMAIN2

This relation returns permissions assigned to ROLE1 in DOMAIN1 by ROLE2 in DOMAIN2.
Now, using these functions, three rules are defined in the following subsections: 1) not separation of

duty assignment (NSODA), 2) not foreign permission assignment (NFPA), and 3) not hierarchy permission
assignment (NHPA).
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4.2.1. Not separation of duty assignment (NSODA)

If two roles (r1 , r2 ) are in role-specific SOD constraint, then permissions of r1 and r2 cannot be assigned to
a role in other domains. For further explanation, consider that rβ6 requests p6 of rα3 in Figure 2. This request

is invalid because rβ6 has permission p5 of rα2 and cannot request permission of rα3 because (r2 , r3 ) are in
role-specific SOD constraint. The formal description of this constraint is as follows:
∀i ∈ N ∧ ∀d1, d2 ∈ DOMAINS ∧ ∀r1, r2, r3, ri ∈ ROLES∧
r1, r2 ∈ d1 ∧ r3, ri ∈ d2 ∧ (r1, r2) ∈ SOD•

(Irequest_permission(rd2
3 , rd1

1 ) ∩ Iassign_permission(rd2
3 , rd1

2 )) = ∅)

∧(∀ri | r3 ≥ ri ∨ ∀ri | ri ≥ r3) ⇒

(Irequest_permission(rd2
3 , rd1

1 ) ∩ Iassign_permission(rd2
i , rd1

2 )) = ∅).

In this definition, (r1 , r2 ) are in SOD constraint. Hence, foreign role r3 cannot request permission of
r1 while it has a permission of r2 . If r3 has a junior or senior role ri , and ri has a permission of rd1

2 , then r3

cannot request permission of rd1
1 . In Figure 2, for example, rβ7 has a senior role rβ6 . Thus, if rβ7 has a permission

of rα3 , then rβ6 cannot access to permission of rα2 because (rα3 , rα2 ) are in role-specific SOD constraint.

4.2.2. Not foreign permission assignment (NFPA)

In this rule, a role in a local domain cannot request foreign permissions assigned to a role of another domain.
To gain a better understanding of NFPA, consider Figure 2. rβ7 requests p8 of rα4 but rα5 cannot request p8 of

rβ7 . Under this restriction, rα5 cannot access the permissions of self-senior role rα4 . If the number of domains is
greater than 2, NFPA, indicates a violation of hierarchy permission request between domains. Therefore, every
domain must request permission of another domain directly. The formal definition of NFPA is as follows.
∀i ∈ N ∧ ∀d1, d2, di ∈ DOMAINS ∧ ∀r1, r2, ri ∈ ROLES∧
r1 ∈ d1 ∧ r2 ∈ d2 ∧ ri ∈ di ∧ di ̸= d2•
(Irequest_permission(rd1

1 , rd2
2 ) ∩ Iassign_permission(rd2

2 , rdi
i )) = ∅)

In formal definition, di is the third domain and permissions of di assigned to role r2 in domain d2 cannot
be assigned to a role of another domain.

4.2.3. Not hierarchy permission assignment (NHPA)

In this rule, a role in a local domain cannot request any inherited permissions of roles in other domains. In
Figure 2, rα1 inherits permissions of rα3 but rβ6 cannot request p6 of rα1 because p5 of rα2 has been assigned to

rβ6 and if p6 is assigned to rβ6 by rα1 then rβ6 can access permissions of r2 and r3 in domain α . Nonetheless,
(r2 , r3 ) are in SOD constraint and permissions of these roles cannot be assigned to a role in another domain.
The formal definition of NHPA is as follows:
∀r1, r2, r3 ∈ ROLES ∧ ∀d1, d2 ∈ DOMAINS•
r1, r2 ∈ d1 ∧ r3 ∈ d2 ∧ (r1 ≥ r2) ⇒ (Irequest_permission(rd2

3 , rd1
1 ) ∩ assign_permission(r2)) = ∅).

According to Section 3, assign_permission(r2) returns permissions assigned to r2 , and r1 ≥ r2 means
that r1 is the senior role of r2 . Thus, role rd2

3 cannot request a permission of rd1
1 inherited from rd1

2 .
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4.3. Decentralized administration
Since every domain has RBAC policy, a foreign permission assignment can be controlled by administrative role
of every domain. Administrative role of every domain receives the requested permission of other domains and
then verifies the rules NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA. If these rules are satisfied, then the permission is assigned
to the role of the requested domain.

Algorithm is proposed to check the foreign permission request. Consider role r1 in domain d1 requests
permission pk of role r2 in domain d2 , then administrative role of domain d2 should check NSODA, NFPA, and
NHPA rules. For checking the NSODA rule, the administrative role of domain d2 checks the SOD constraint
in domain d2 . If r1 has a permission of rj in domain d2 and (rj ,r2 ) is in SOD constraint of domain d2 ,
then this request is invalid. If role rx of domain d1 has a permission of rj in domain d2 and (rj ,r2 ) is in
SOD constraint of domain d2 , then administrative role of domain d2 sends a message to the administrative
role of domain d1 to inform that role rx is not junior or senior of role r1 in role hierarchy of domain d1 . If
rx is a junior or senior of role r1 then NSODA rule is not satisfied and this request is invalid. For NFPA
rule checking, the administrative role of domain d2 checks that pk is not a foreign permission of domain d2 ,
otherwise this request is invalid. As for NHPA, the administrative role of domain d2 checks that pk is not a
hierarchy permission of domain d2 ; otherwise, this request is invalid.

Algorithm. Check permission request
1: Role r1 of domain d1 requests permission pk of role r2 in domain d2.
2: Administrative role of domain d2 checks NSODA rule.
3: For every (rj ,r2) in SOD constraint in domain d2

4: Begin
5: If r1 has a permission of rj
6: Return invalid request and exit.
7: If rx of domain d1 has a permission of rj in domain d2

8. begin
9: d2 Sends a message d1.
10: d1 checks hierarchy relation and returns answer.
11. end
12: If there is a relation between r1 and rx

13: Return invalid request and exit.
14: End
15: Administrative role of domain d2 checks NFPA rule.
16: If pk is foreign permission of r2
17: Return invalid request and exit.
18: Administrative role of domain d2 checks NHPA rule.
19: If pk is hierarchy permission of r2
20: Return invalid request and exit.

4.3.1. Complexity analysis

In the above algorithm, every domain uses an administrative role to check the permission request. Consider
two domains, d1 and d2 . Domain d1 has n1 roles and p1 permissions, whereas domain d2 has n2 roles and
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p2 permissions. Role r1 in domain d1 requests pk of role r2 in domain d2 . The administrative role of domain
d2 should check three rules; NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA. We calculate time complexity for domain d2 .

1. NSODA checking (lines 4–14): The maximum SOD constraint in domain d2 that includes r2 is (n2 -1).
For every (n2 -1) pair, requester role r1 should not have a permission of (n2 -1) roles in SOD constraint.
Assume that pr is the maximum number of permission that should be checked (lines 5 and 6).

If there is a role in domain d1 with a permission of (n2 -1) roles in SOD constraint, then the administrative
role of domain d1 should check the hierarchy role related to it. Consider constant C for this purpose

(lines 7–13). Thus, time complexity to check NSODA is
n2−1∑
i=1

(pr + C) .

2. NFPA checking (lines 15–17):Pf represents the total foreign permissions in domain d2 .

3. NHPA checking (lines 18–20):Ph represents the hierarchy permissions in domain d2 .

Then, the time complexity for domain d2 is as follows:

t(n2, p2) = (
n2−1∑
i=1

(pr + C)) + pf + ph ≤ (
n2−1∑
i=1

(p2 + C)) + p2 + p2 ,

t(n2, p2) = (n2 − 1)(p2 + C) + 2p2 ,
t(n2, p2) = (n2 + 1)p2 + (n2 − 1)C = n2p2 + n2C + p2 − C .
P2 is the total permissions of domain d2 and is greater than pr, pf, and ph. Thus, time complexity for

domain d2 is t(n2, p2) = O(n2 × p2) . In the newly proposed approach, a decentralized scheme is used and
interaction between domains is managed by itself. The time complexity of every domain is O(np) , where n is
the number of roles and p is the number of permissions. If i domains interact with each other and domain
d1 has n1 roles and p1 permissions, domain d2 has n2 roles and p2 permissions and so on, then the time
complexity of the interaction between domains is O(max(n1p1, n2p2,…, nipi )).

In the centralized scheme, there is a mediator that gathers the policy of every domain. Therefore, the
centralized scheme tends to be space-consuming. If i domains interact with each other, the mediator should
collect all policies of these domains. The time complexity is O(n1n2..ni × p1p2..pi) , i.e., time-consuming.

5. An illustrative example
Since every domain has RBAC policy, a foreign permission assignment can be controlled by the administrative
role of every domain. Consider Figure 2. For domain α , r1 − r5 are organization roles while arα is considered
an administrative role. For domain β , r6 and r7 are organization roles and an administrative role arβ is
considered. The administrative role of every domain includes a related cross-domain (what permissions are
assigned to roles of other domains), SOD constraint, PA (permission directly assigned to the role), HR (hierarchy
role), and FPA (foreign permission assignment). For every domain, SOD constraint has been provided in Table
3, domain β does not have SOD constraint and therefore is displayed empty. Cross-domain is shown in Table
4. Cross-domain (CD) of domain dn is the sum of permissions of another domain assigned to roles in domain

dn . A foreign permission assignment is in the form rdm
i ▷ p

rdnj

k , in which permission pk of role rj in domain

dn is assigned to role ri in domain dm . In domain α for example, rβ6 ▷ p
rα2
5 , rβ7 ▷ p

rα4
8 means p5 of role r2 in

domain α is assigned to role r6 of domain β while p8 of role r4 in domain α is assigned to role r7 of domain
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β . Permission assignment (PA), role hierarchy (HR), and foreign permission assignment (FPA) can be seen in
Table 5.

Table 3. SOD constraint for every domain.

Domain SOD constraint
α {(r2, r3)}
β {}

Table 4. Cross-domain for every domain.

Domain Cross-domain
α rβ6 ▷ p

rα2
5 , rβ7 ▷ p

rα4
8

β rα1 ▷ p
rβ6
20 , r

α
5 ▷ p

rβ6
24

Table 5. Permission assignment and role hierarchy for every domain.

Domain Role PA HR FPA
r1 p1, p2 r1 ≥ r3, r1 ≥ r4 p20

r2 p3, p4, p5

α r3 p6, p7 r1 ≥ r3

r4 p8 r4 ≥ r5, r1 ≥ r4

r5 p9, p10, p11 p24

β r6 p20, p21, p22 r6 ≥ r7 P5

r7 p23, p24, p25 r6 ≥ r7 P8

When a foreign role requests a permission of a local domain, the administrative role of the local domain
checks the rules (NSODA, NHPA, and NFPA) using SOD constraint in Table 3, cross-domain in Table 4, and
permission assignment (PA), role hierarchy (HR), and foreign permission assignment (FPA) in Table 5. If the
requested permission does not violate these three rules (NSODA, NFPA, NHPA), then permission is assigned
to the foreign role.

Example 1 In Figure 2, if rβ6 requests p6 of rα3 , then the administrative role of domain α verifies the NSODA
rules for domain α . For this purpose, the administrative role of domain α checks the SOD constraint in Table
3 and informs that (r2 , r3 ) are in SOD constraint. Then, it checks the cross-domain of α in Table 4 while
informing that rβ6 has a permission of rα2 , indicating that the request is invalid.

Example 2 In Figure 2, if rβ7 requests p7 of rα3 , the administrative role of domain α checks Table 3 for

domain α and informs that (r2 , r3 ) are in SOD constraint. According to domain α of Table 4, rβ7 does not

have a permission of rα2 but rβ6 has a permission of rα2 . Thus, the administrative role of domain α sends a

message to the administrative role of domain β , asking whether or not rβ6 and rβ7 have a hierarchy relation.
The administrative role of domain β verifies Table 5 for domain β informing that there is a hierarchy relation
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between rβ6 and rβ7 . It therefore returns True to domain α , and then administrative role of domain α announces

that request p7 by rβ7 is invalid because the senior role of rβ7 signifies that rβ6 accesses p5 of rα2 . Finally, this
assignment violates the NSODA rule.

Example 3 In Figure 2, if rβ6 requests p6 of rα1 , the administrative role of domain α checks Table 3 for
NSODA rule and informs that the NSODA rule is valid because rα1 is not in SOD constraint of domain α .
Then, it verifies Table 4 for checking the NFPA rule, finding out that p6 is not a foreign permission of rα1 ,
rendering the NFPA valid. Then, it checks the NHPA rule by verifying Table 5 and informing that p6 is a
hierarchy permission of rα1 , thus indicating this request is invalid.

Example 4 Example 4: In Figure 2, if rα5 requests p8 of rβ7 , the administrative role of domain β according
to Table 3 does not have SOD constraint. Hence, the NSODA rule is valid. Then, it checks Table 5 for the
NFPA rule of domain β and finds out that p8 is not a direct permission of rβ7 and is a foreign permission of

rβ7 . This request is thus indicated to be invalid because it cannot satisfy the NFPA rule.

6. Analysis of the newly proposed cross-domain using Alloy

Alloy is a high-level language and a structural modeling tool based on the first-order logic. It has a mathematical
base under the influence of Z notation [7]. It uses the Alloy analyzer to create a micromodel yielding automatic
model validation and consists of several elements including signatures (sig), fields, facts, assertions (assert),
and predicates (pred). In Alloy signatures, (sig) denotes set of atoms. Atoms are uninterpreted and immutable,
consisting of fields to represent a relation between signatures; facts are used to define model constraints;
assertions (assert) check if the model satisfies the desired behavior. And predicates (pred) perform any required
operation in the model. Alloy has two commands: run and check. run produces instants of a model and check
violates the instruction if a counterexample is found.

Employing Alloy, this section specifies the formal specifications of the proposed approach and the three
rules (NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA). Then, the validity of the rules are analyzed using the Alloy analyzer.
Entities such as domain, role, and permission are considered as signatures (sig). The proposed approach and
cross-domain rules are implemented in Alloy in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

6.1. Analysis of the cross-domain rules

To automatically analyze, Figure 2 is modeled in Alloy. In the following subsections, we describe the analysis
of NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA in the Alloy analyzer.

6.1.1. NSODA rule analysis

To check the NSODA rule, two predicates, pred exist_f_p and pred exist_h_p, (Figure 4) are used. Pred
exist_f_p verifies whether or not role r has foreign permission. If role r has foreign permission, then we
use pred nsoda_check to check the NSODA rule. Pred exist_h_p verifies whether or not role r has hierarchy
permission. If role r has heredity role, then we use pred nsodah_check to check the NSODA rule. With the
instruction check{}, we can verify the validity of predicate.
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sig domains{}

sig permissions{}

sig roles{da:set domains,

pa:set permissions,

fpa:set permissions}

one sig sod{sd:set roles}

one sig hierarchy{rh:roles->roles}

fact sod_fact{all rsod:sod|#rsod.sd=2}

fact fpa_fact{all r:roles,p:permissions |

p in r.fpa implies no ((pa.p).da & r.da)}

fact hierarchy{

all r1,r2:roles|r1 in r2.^(hierarchy.rh)

implies r2 not in r1.^(hierarchy.rh)

no r:roles|r in r.^(hierarchy.rh)}

fun roleinsod[risod:sod]:set roles

{risod.sd}

pred exist_f_p[r:roles]

{some p1:permissions|p1 in r.fpa}

pred exist_h_r[r:roles]

{some r3:roles| r3 in r.^(hierarchy.rh)}

pred nsoda_check[r:roles,p:permissions]

{some r1:roles|r1 in pa.p and no sd1:sod |

( r1+ pa.(r.fpa)) in roleinsod[sd1]

and r1 not in pa.(r.fpa) }

pred nsodah_check[r:roles,p:permissions]

{(some r1,r2:roles|r1 in pa.p and r2 in r.^

(hierarchy.rh) and no sd1:sod |

( r1+ pa.(r2.fpa)) in roleinsod[sd1]

and r1 not in pa.(r2.fpa))or

(some r1,r2:roles|r1 in pa.p and r2 in

(hierarchy.rh).r and no sd1:sod |

( r1+ pa.(r2.fpa)) in roleinsod[sd1]

and r1 not in pa.(r2.fpa))}

pred nfpa_nhpa_check[r1:roles,

p:permissions,r 2:roles]

{r1.da!=r2.da and p in r2.pa }

Figure 3. Conceptual model in Alloy. Figure 4. Cross-domain rules modeled in Alloy.

Example 5 In Figure 2, Role r6 has foreign permission p5 of role r2 . With regard to check{nsoda_check[r6 ,p7 ]},
NSODA rule is verified for pair (r6 ,p7 ) in Figure 2. The result shows that a counterexample has been found.
This request is invalid because role r6 has foreign permission p5 of role r2 , p7 is permission of role r3 , and
(r2 , r3 ) are in SOD constraint. Thus, r6 cannot have a permission of both roles. If pred nsoda_check is verified
for pair (r6 , p10 ), the result shows that there is no counterexample. Hence, this mapping does not violate the
NSODA rule.

Example 6 In Figure 2, role r6 has hierarchy role (r7 ). Thus, check{nsodah_check[r7 ,p6 ]} checks the NSODA
rule for pair (r7 ,p6 ). The result shows that a counterexample has been found and this request is invalid because
r6 has permission p5 of role r2 , p6 is permission of role r3 and (r2 , r3 ) are in SOD constraint.

Example 7 If pred nsodah_check is verified for pair (r7 , p10 ), the result indicates that there is no counterex-
ample. Hence, this mapping does not violate the NSODA rule. If role r does not have foreign permission and
heredity role, then foreign permission can be assigned to the role.

6.1.2. NFPA and NHPA rule analysis

To check the NFPA and NHPA rules, pred nfpa_nhpa_check in Figure 4 is used.

Example 8 check{nfpa_nhpa_check[r5 ,p20 ,r6 ]} is used to verify NFPA and NHPA rules for Triple (r5 ,p20 ,r6 ),
which means r5 request p20 of r6 . The result of execution shows that there is no counterexample and this map-
ping is valid because p20 is a direct permission of r6 (neither a foreign permission nor a hierarchy permission).

Example 9 If pred nfpa_nhpa_check is verified for Triple (r5 , p8 , r7 ), then the result shows that the mapping
is invalid because p8 is foreign permission of r7 , and r5 cannot request this permission of r7 .
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Example 10 If pred nfpa_nhpa_check is verified for Triple (r5 , p25 , r6 ), then the result shows that this
mapping is invalid because p25 is hierarchy permission of r6 , and r5 cannot request this permission of r6 .

7. Discussion
In an attempt to provide secure interopeartion between domains, this paper employed a permission-mapping
cross-domain to solve conflicts such as role hierarchy, role-specific SOD, user-specific SOD, role cardinality, and
user cardinality, which occur in role-mapping cross-domain. Moreover, the proposed method uses a decentralized
administrative model to manage permission mapping. In this section, the proposed approach has been compared
with those developed by other researchers in the relevant literature. First, we review which constraints (role
hierarchy, role-specific SOD, user-specific SOD, role cardinality, and user cardinality) were investigated and
solved by which researches as shown in the first two columns of Table 6. The third column of Table 6 shows
the method used for creating cross-domain. In [3], researchers proposed a framework for secure interoperation
in multidomain environments where role mapping and direct permission assignment were employed to create
cross-domains. Direct permission assignment was used when role mapping led to unauthorized access. Thus,
two classes of rules should be considered: 1) role mapping and 2) permission mapping. Park and Sandhu [37]
presented the concept of usage control (UCON). Moreover, Jianfeng et al.[4] presented a framework for secure
interoperation using UCON, where foreign subject attributes were mapped to local attributes, while formulating
several theorems and definitions to verify SOD and cyclic hierarchy constraints. When the system is extremely
large, the number of attributes will make it difficult to interpret them between domains.

There are two methods for managing the interaction between domains: centralized and decentralized.
In the centralized method, the policies of local domains are integrated by a trusted third party. It should be
aware of local domain policies. This will lead to security breaches because domains may sometimes contain
confidential information that should not be exposed. Decentralized policy is a mediator-free scheme to maintain
the security of every domain. In this paper, decentralized method is used, while the administrative role of every
domain verifies permission assignment between domains. If it does not violate the constraints of any domain,

Table 6. Comparison with existing works.

Approach Constraint Cross-domain Management Tools used

Shafiq et al. [2]
1-Role hierarchy
2-User-specific SOD
3-Role-specific SOD

Role mapping Centralized None

Huang and Krichner [1]

1-Role hierarchy
2-User-specific SOD
3-Role-specific SOD
4- Role cardinality
5- User cardinality

Role mapping Centralized CPN

Jinwei et al. [3] 1-Role hierarchy Role mapping
2-User-specific SOD and permission mapping Decentralized None

Lin et al. [30] None Role mapping Centralized CloudSim

This paper

1-Role hierarchy
2-User-specific SOD
3-Role-specific SOD
4- Role cardinality
5- User cardinality

Permission mapping Decentralized Alloy
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then permission of foreign role is assigned to a local role. In this regard, the forth column displays the policy
for interaction between domains.

The last column shows the tools used. In [1], CPN was used to solve cardinality and SOD constraint
violation. However, if the number of roles and domains are extremely large, then the CPN model will be
complicated and analysis will be extremely difficult and time-consuming.

8. Conclusions and future work
This paper intended to provide a secure interoperation in multidomain environments. For this purpose, a
foreign permission assignment was used to create a cross-domain in multidomain environments. The proposed
cross-domain solves conflicts such as role hierarchy, separation of duty, and cardinality found in a cross-domain
created by role mapping. At the next stage, autonomy of every domain was maintained by formally defining
three rules namely NSODA, NFPA, and NHPA. In this paper, every domain has RBAC policy. Therefore,
decentralized administrative was used to decide which foreign permission assignment is valid, i.e. does not
violate the cross-domain rules. Then, the proposed approach was illustrated through an example. Finally,
formal specifications of the model were implemented by Alloy to verify the correctness of the defined policies in
a formal language.

In future studies, we can focus on finding other policies that support hierarchy permission assignment
between domains so that the domains can be related to each other via interface domain. Furthermore, future
papers can cover temporal and partial resource sharing in secure interoperation in multidomains. Another idea
involves creating a secure interoperation in multidomain environments through attribute-based access control
policies.
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